Automated patient-tailored screening of the liver for diffuse steatosis and iron overload using MRI.
The purpose of this article is to validate an automated screening method for evaluation of hepatic steatosis or siderosis. This was a two-part study, with retrospective and prospective portions. First, 130 consecutive abdominal MRI examinations, including both the automated algorithm and reference standard fat and iron quantification, were retrospectively identified. The algorithm's performance was validated against the reference standard and was compared with the performance of three expert readers. Subsequently, 39 subjects undergoing liver MRI were prospectively identified and enrolled. These subjects were scanned with a protocol where quantification sequences were either performed or not performed on the basis of the recommendation of the algorithm. Total examination time in these subjects was compared with examination times in the 90 subjects from the retrospective cohort who had undergone a similar liver MRI protocol with complete quantification. The automated algorithm was accurate in determining the presence of deposition disease (93.1%), with no significant difference between its conclusions and those of any of the readers (p=0.48-1.0). Use of the algorithm resulted in a small but statistically significant time savings compared with performing quantification in all subjects (28 minutes 56 seconds vs 31 minutes 20 seconds; p<0.05). Automated screening for hepatic steatosis and siderosis can be performed in real time during abdominal MRI examinations, can save total scan time compared with always performing quantification, and could serve as a gatekeeper for dedicated quantification sequences.